
 

 

THE HADEN INSTITUTE 

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION VERBATIM REFLECTION 

 

A designated leader will be responsible for guiding this process. The method calls for a disciplined 

discussion. It would be helpful if all individual participants have read the verbatim prior to the group session. 

Please follow the time allowed for each section. The undergirding assumption is that this process will not 

exhaust all possibilities. 

 

1. Immediately following the Silent Prayer, there will be a reading of the verbatim dialog between the 

director and the directee reading it as close to the actual exchange that took place. (Pause where 

appropriate, comment about emotions.)  So, ask for a volunteer of the same sex as the directee to read 

that part.  (Don’t read the Inner Dialog of the director.) 

2. Silent Prayer (2 minutes) – Ask the group to invite the directee’s energy to be present. 

3. First Reading while the group sits with eyes closed for this first reading and takes in the feeling tone 

of the session. 

4. Clarification of information and any verbal additions to the written verbatim by the presenting 

student director. The presenter may share how they felt when he/she worked with the directee. What 

was the presenter’s prayer for this person? Himself/herself? The group may ask questions of the 

presenter for clarification only. (Allow 3- 5 minutes) 

5. Silence (2 minutes) 

6. The  student director and a volunteer read the verbatim dialogue out loud while the group listens for 

places of high spiritual energy (circle/underline where that is felt.)  

7. Group reflects on the session focusing on what they perceive as the presence and movement of 

God in the directee’s life. The presenting student director only listens; he/she does not respond or 

answer questions.  It’s important that the group doesn’t make eye contact with the presenting student 

during this reflection so everyone knows they are projecting into the session. Some helpful questions 

to stimulate reflection follow. (Allow 15 minutes) 

a. Where is this person in his/her journey? 

b. What issues you discern that God is raising in this person’s life? 

c. Do you observe transference from the directee to the director?1 

 

                                                 
1 Question c,d, and e presuppose knowledge of certain theoretical constructs of Jungian psychology. 

Some students may not be familiar with these concepts early in their training. 



  

d. Do you observe elements of directee’s shadow, dark or bright? 

e. Do you observe Complex energies? 

f. What images arise as you visualize this person on their journey? 

g. Can you name/identify persons, saints, events, doctrines or themes from the Tradition and 

Scripture that relate to and inform this person’s story? 

h. Have you read anything that would help this person? 

i. Do you discern the Spirit’s movement in this person’s life? 

8. Silence (2 minutes) 

9. Group reflects on the session focusing on what they see the director doing in the session. 

Presenting student director listens. (Allow 25 minutes) 

a. How do you see the Spirit at work through the director? 

b. What theological truths and assumptions are supporting this session? 

c. Are there ways in which the director’s response could deepen and expand the directee’s 

experience? 

d. Do you observe counter-transference from the director to the directee? 

e. Have you read anything that you could recommend to the director that might be helpful for 

him/her in reflecting on this session? 

f. What images arise as you visualize the director journeying with the directee? 

g. From the director’s point-of-view, can you relate this encounter to the Tradition or Scriptures? 

10. Silence (2 minutes) 

11. Final reflection and response by the presenting student director (allow 5 minutes) 

a. What has been helpful during this process? 

b. What do you feel as been overlooked? 

c. In retrospect, how does the student director perceive the presence of the Spirit in the directing 

session? In the group case study reflection? 

d. Describe any new insights about the work of a spiritual director? 

12. We close the group case study with our verbal affirmations for the work of the student director. 

We briefly express what we have appreciated about the process. We express our gratitude to God in a 

closing prayer. 


